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Pickup4x4 Ltd.’s Limitless Accessories® are the ONLY 90mm Oval Shaped bullbars to hold the EU type approval 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Pickup4x4 Ltd.’s Limitless Accessories® are the ONLY 90mm Oval Shaped bullbars to hold the EU type approval
for on-road use throughout Europe and beyond and all of our products are manufactured from SUS 304 high-
quality stainless steel with a 3-year warranty. Our bull bars are offered in 4 versions; standard, exclusive, standard
with integrated LED driving light, and exclusive with integrated LED driving light. There are also 3 finishes that are
available depending on the version you choose; polished, matte black, and rugged black

EU Type approved bull bars with integrated LED driving light.

We have just received and are the ONLY company that has the EU type approval for the 90mm Oval Shaped bull
bars with integrated LED driving lights.

EXCLUSIVE
Polished - This version is for the driver that would like the added protection of a bulbar while keeping the high gloss
look of the vehicle’s overall appearance. It also boasts the capability of being able to provide additional driving light
in the event of inclement weather conditions or times of poor visibility.

The 90mm Front Bar for your vehicle features:

Made from high-quality stainless steel
Hand polished, 90mm tubing
Designed to give excellent protection from bumps and low-speed impacts
Non-drill fitting
Comes complete with fitting kit and fitting instructions specific for your vehicle.
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Enhance the look of your vehicle today with one of our premium Limitless® Bullbars. 
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